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Abstract 6 

Background: Sequence comparison and alignment plays an important role in computational 7 

biology as they allow for rating the similarities between molecular sequences. Pair-wise alignment 8 

contributes significantly in calculating the similarity between sequences by constructing the 9 

optimal alignment. The Hash Table-N-Gram-Hirschberg (HT-NGH) algorithm, which is an 10 

extension to the Hashing-N-Gram-Hirschberg (HNGH) and N-Gram-Hirschberg (NGH) 11 

algorithms, represents a pair-wise alignment method that uses the capabilities of the hash table 12 

technique for the purpose of building the alignment. Due to the current technology, molecular 13 

databases have exponentially grown to highlight the needs for faster and efficient methods that can 14 

handle these amounts of data. On the other hand, the present technology provides a verity of high 15 

performance architectures and tools.  16 

Results: This paper presents a parallel shared memory algorithm for protein pair-wise alignment 17 

method, namely, the HT-NGH algorithm in order to enhance the time performance of sequences’ 18 

comparisons and alignments. The proposed parallel algorithm targets the transformation phase of 19 

the HT-NGH algorithm since it consumes about 10% of alignment’s executional time. Datasets are 20 

decomposed up to sequence level for a more efficient utilization of processing units (no idle 21 

processing unit).  22 

Conclusions:  As a result, the proposed algorithm demonstrates a significant improvement in 23 

terms of time performance without sacrificing accuracy. The speed up pertaining to the parallel 24 

algorithm reaches 2.08, 2.88, and 3.87 when using 2, 3, and 4 cores, respectively. Furthermore, this 25 

algorithm gains high efficiency as it reaches 1.04, 0.96, and 0.97 when using 2, 3, and 4 cores, 26 

respectively. 27 
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1. Background 30 

Bioinformatics research is increasingly attracting the interest of many researchers. With the aid 31 

of current technologies in molecular sequencing, the size and number of protein, DeoxyriboNucleic 32 

Acid (DNA), and RiboNucleic Acid (RNA) databases are growing rapidly by producing enormous 33 

biological data. UniProt (Universal Protein Resource), RCSB (Research Collaboratory for Structural 34 

Bioinformatics), and EXPASY (Expert Protein Analysis System) [1-3] are examples of different 35 

protein database websites that demonstrate the growth of the database size. The rapid growth of 36 

molecular databases drives the need for efficient methods to manage and control large amounts of 37 

molecular data sizes [4]. This growth of file sizes witnesses serious challenges and motives for 38 

researchers to propose faster and efficient sequence comparison methods for controlling, analyzing, 39 

and organizing these sizes of daily emerging data. 40 

Sequence Alignment (SA) method is used widely in order to compare sequences as it rates the 41 

similarity and distances between various molecular sequences. The calculated similarity may work 42 

as an indicator to structural, functional, or evolutionary relationships that the sequences share. 43 

Pair-wise alignment method is a SA method, which is used to compute the similarity/distance 44 

between two sequences based on calculating the matched blocks of amino acids between the two 45 

sequences. 46 

The Pair-wise SA method has a significant role in constructing the distance matrix by building 47 

the guide tree, which facilitates the process of constructing the Multiple Sequence Alignment (MSA) 48 

algorithm [5]. Such an accurate pair-wise alignment contributes directly in improving and speeding 49 

up the process of building the MSA. Constructing the distance matrix requires  (𝑛𝑛2 − 𝑛𝑛)/2 50 

pair-wise alignments [6]. In particular, a faster pair-wise alignment could speed up the process of 51 

constructing the distance matrix more efficiently, which in turn, speeds up the constructional tree 52 

guidance leading to a faster construction of the MSA algorithm. 53 
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Developing fast and accurate sequence alignment methods have been the main challenge for 54 

many researchers. A large variety of methods have been proposed in order to achieve optimal 55 

results without sacrificing the time performance. 56 

The Smith-Waterman [7] method is a pair-wise alignment method, which attempts to reach an 57 

optimal alignment where it can, however, sacrifice the execution time it consumes as it takes a time 58 

of O(MN) to build the alignment between any two sequences. Furthermore, the N-Gram-Hirschberg 59 

(NGH) method [8], which is an extension to the Hirschberg algorithm, aims at reducing time, and 60 

meanwhile, producing similar results to the results produced by the Smith-Waterman method. 61 

Additionally, the H-NGH [9, 10] and HT-NGH [11] methods are proposed as an enhancement to the 62 

NGH method.  The H-NGH method enhances the execution time but at the cost of accuracy. On the 63 

other hand, the HT-NGH method, which is an enhancement to the NGH and H-NGH methods, 64 

presents a further executional time enhancement. This research proposes a method that allows the 65 

usage of the current high performance architectures for the purpose of improving the time 66 

performance of the HT-NGH algorithm. 67 

Although pair-wise SA methods attain optimal accuracy [7, 8, 12], they are still considered as 68 

time consuming methods due to the large volume size of data. The NGH algorithm [8] attempts at 69 

decreasing the time including the space that is required to build the alignment. The comparison time 70 

between the two protein sequences is 𝑂𝑂(𝑚𝑚𝑛𝑛/𝑘𝑘), where k is the size term. The comparison results are 71 

best defined when k reaches 2 [8]. As molecular databases have rapidly grown, the need for faster 72 

algorithms is becoming an urgent necessity. 73 

The outlines of the rest of this paper are organized as follows. Section 2 presents the related 74 

research that has been extensively investigated to solve and improve the SA problem. Section 3 75 

explains the problem domain including the newly proposed algorithm. Section 4 demonstrates and 76 

discusses the experimental results of the proposed algorithm. Finally, Section 5 gives a conclusion 77 

about the proposed algorithm and draws the conclusion and future research pertaining to this study. 78 

 79 
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2. Related Researches 80 

The Pair-wise SA method is used in order to compare two sequences by aligning them in a way 81 

that shows the set of similar blocks of amino acids between the sequences. The unmatched amino 82 

acids are shifted by gaps or set to face each other within the sequences. To reduce the number of 83 

gaps, a penalty is added to the final score of the alignment.  84 

A massive number of researches along with a large diversity of methods have been conducted 85 

to solve and improve the pair-wise alignment challenge. Accordingly, this section shows the main 86 

and leading pair-wise alignment methods and discusses their main significant characteristics. 87 

Additionally, this section shows and discusses the former methods pertaining to this research. In 88 

this paper, different pair-wise alignment methods are classified based on the approach that is used 89 

to solve the problem incurred in many different heuristic-based algorithms and DP-based 90 

algorithms. 91 

2.1. Heuristic-based Algorithms 92 

The methods that follow the heuristic approaches tend to look for all achievable solutions and 93 

pick the best ones based on a number of criteria that is set in advance. Although the selected solution 94 

is considered as the best solution in comparison with the solution pool, reaching the optimal 95 

solution is a considered a great challenge towards several heuristic approaches. Meanwhile, the 96 

methods that apply heuristic approaches are seen to be fast and give results in a reasonable time. 97 

This section discusses the main methods that adapt the heuristic approaches in order to solve the 98 

pair-wise alignment problem.   99 

FAST-All (FASTA) [26] is a pair-wise SA method that utilizes different heuristic approach 100 

capabilities for the purpose of aligning and comparing any involved sequences. The proposed 101 

method splits the sequences into a number of blocks, and then searches for any matched blocks. 102 

Every block points to a K tuple, which represents the number of matches within any two sequences 103 

in order to calculate the resemblance and construct the alignment [13-15]. After that, the BLAST 104 
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(Basic Local Alignment Search Tool) method is proposed to enhance the sensitivity in the FASTA 105 

method including the time performance [16, 17]. Furthermore, the Sequence Search and Alignment 106 

by Hashing Algorithm (SSAHA) is proposed to overcome this problem by applying a hash table 107 

technique in order to keep track of the K-tuple occurrence positions [18]. In [19], an improved 108 

particle swarm optimization (PSO) method is used in order to solve the pair-wise alignment 109 

problem. The gpALIGNER method [20] presents the segment-based  DNA pair-wise alignment 110 

method that applies a similar score schema used in the DIalign-T [21] algorithm. A space-sufficient 111 

local pair-wise alignment [22] is proposed in order to reach an optimal un-gapped alignment. 112 

2.2. Dynamic Programming based Algorithms 113 

Many researches have used the Dynamic Programming (DP) approach in order to build and 114 

enhance the performance of the pair-wise alignment methods. In fact, the Needleman-Wunsch 115 

algorithm [23] is considered as the first method that uses the DP approach in solving the sequence 116 

alignment and comparison problems. In particular, it computes the resemblance between the 117 

sequences by constructing a matrix, called the similarity matrix, which is filled based on another 118 

matrix called the substitution matrix [24, 25]. Constructing the matrix reserves an O(MN) space, 119 

which is a considerable amount if the length of sequences is applied. 120 

As a response to Needleman-Wunsch space issues, the Hirschberg algorithm [12] attempts at 121 

reducing the space requirement to O(min (m,n)) such that it decomposes the similarity matrix into 122 

two matrices. After that, it starts filling the matrix from top and bottom, independently.  123 

In 1981, the smith-Waterman algorithm is proposed as an improvement to the local pair-wise 124 

alignment method. In fact, this algorithm is seen to be similar to the Needleman Wunsch algorithm, 125 

but except that it has some similarities between suffixes. To seek for an optimal accuracy, the 126 

Smith-Waterman algorithm sacrifices the issues related to time and space [7, 26]. Additionally, an 127 

extension to the Smith-Waterman algorithm, namely, the N-Gram-Smith-Waterman algorithm[27], 128 

is proposed in order to tackle the time and space issues related to the Smith Waterman algorithm 129 

without the need the need to decrease its sensitivity.  130 
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The Hirschberg algorithm [12], which applies the DP approach for solving the pair-wise 131 

alignment method is proposed in order to improve the space complexity. n [8], further refinements 132 

are performed along to the Hirschberg algorithm by proposing the N-Gram-Hirschberg (NGH), 133 

which aims to provide further space and time enhancements. In fact, the NGH algorithm enhances 134 

the Hirschberg algorithm based on three stages by starting to reduce the alphabet of the protein 135 

amino acid to 10 alphabets, and by cutting the sequences into terms based on the use of the N-Gram 136 

method, and finally, converting the terms into integer numbers.   137 

Another method called Hashing-N-Gram-Hirschberg (H-NGH) [9, 10] is proposed in order to 138 

provide further enhancements to the time performance. The method is an improvement over the 139 

NGH algorithm by enhancing the transforming stage (converting the words into integer) of it based 140 

on the use of different capabilities related to the hash function. In fact, this function is used to 141 

convert the words that are generated by the N-Gram method into integer numbers, which speed up 142 

the comparison process and the alignment. Although the H-NGH algorithm enhances the time 143 

performance of the NGH algorithm, its accuracy is decreased.  144 

Furthermore, the HT NGH method [6, 11] is proposed as a refinement to the NGH and H-NGH 145 

methods with the aim of building the distance matrix, which is used to construct several multiple 146 

sequence alignments. The proposed method uses the capabilities of the hash table in order to 147 

improve the performance of the transformation stage in the NGH and H-NGH methods. In 148 

conclusion, the proposed algorithm outperforms its former methods and demonstrates an improved 149 

accuracy and execution time. Additionally, many researches have long been conducted for the 150 

purpose of applying the DP approach in order to enhance the efficiency and performance of the 151 

pair-wise alignment through a wide diversity [11-12, 30-33].. 152 

Despite the fact that the DP based pair-wise alignment methods have reached to an optimal 153 

alignment, reaching a high time performance remains a challenge itself. Many methods such as the  154 

NGH, H-NGH, and HT-NGH methods have been produced to reduce the execution time when the 155 
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time performance can be further improved. In this research, a parallel computing method is 156 

proposed to further enhance the time performance of the HT-NGH algorithm.  157 

3. Problem Definition 158 

In this paper, a multi-core shared memory design is proposed in order to speed up the 159 

HT-NGH pair-wise alignment algorithm, which is used to construct the distance matrix. The 160 

construction of the distance matrix is accomplished into two stages. The first stage is based on 161 

transforming the alphabet of the protein sequences from 20 amino acids represented by 20 different 162 

characters into 10 integer numbers. The second stage is based on building the pair-wise alignment 163 

and constructing the matrix. The research focuses on speeding the first stage by utilizing the 164 

capabilities of the shared memory architecture. 165 

Each protein sequence passes through several reforming levels leading to sequences that are 166 

shorter and easier to be compared. This stage consists of many phases starting with the protein 167 

sequence alphabet reduction, and passing through further reduction of sequences by dividing them 168 

into terms (words) and ending by converting the terms into integer numbers based on the use of a 169 

hash table. 170 

The alphabet of the protein sequences consists of a 20 amino acids where each amino acid is 171 

represented by a character. The protein alphabet reduction phase is done by applying some sort of 172 

clustering to the 20 amino acids based on the similarity of their properties such as physicochemical 173 

properties [34, 35]. After the completion of this phase, the 20 amino acids are distributed along into 174 

10 clusters represented by numbers ranging from 0 to 9 where the protein sequences are represented 175 

by 10 numbers such that each number refers to a group of amino acids. 176 

Splitting the sequences into terms is performed by applying the N-Gram method (see Table 1). 177 

All the terms have the same length while the term ‘size’ is set earlier. The term ‘length’ ranges from 2 178 

to 5 amino acids. The final phase in the sequence transformation stage is to convert the term into 179 

numbers in which each term is represented by one integer value instead of having N integer 180 

numbers (N is the term ‘length’). 181 
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The HT-NGH algorithm uses the hash table technique in order to convert the involved terms 182 

from N numbers to an integer value. This process is conducted by using a multi-dimensional array 183 

of size 10𝑁𝑁, where N refers to the term ‘size’, which represents the hash table. The main purpose of 184 

the array with such a size is to give enough space to assign a unique integer value for every term. 185 

The array contains M dimensions where M is equal to the term ‘length’. Each dimension in the array 186 

is associated with a number (letter) in the basis which fastens and simplifies the process of 187 

addressing the terms within the array. Therefore, each letter combination (word) is assigned with a 188 

unique value. 189 

Finally, the protein sequences are aligned by applying a pair-wise alignment based on the use 190 

of the Hirschberg algorithm. The main purpose of the alignment is to construct the distance matrix 191 

by computing the values of similarities and distances among the involved sequences. To align the 192 

sequences, a similarity matrix is constructed and filled with the similarity values between the amino 193 

acids. Equation 1 below is used to calculate the similarity values between a number of amino acids in 194 

order to fill the similarity matrix appropriately. 195 

𝑆𝑆(𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗) = 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 ⎩⎨
⎧𝑆𝑆(𝑖𝑖 − 1, 𝑗𝑗 − 1) +  𝑆𝑆�𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑖  ,𝐵𝐵𝑗𝑗  �𝑆𝑆(𝑖𝑖 − 1, 𝑗𝑗)𝑆𝑆(𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗 − 1)

0

                                                     (1) 196 

A full pair-wise alignment is conducted, where each sequence is aligned against all other 197 

sequences in the dataset in order to build the distance matrix. Algorithm 1 demonstrates how the 198 

distance matrix is constructed without any encountered redundancy. 199 

Algorithm1:     Building The Distance Matrix 

for (i=0; i< NumberOfSequences; i++) 

 for(j= i+1; j< NumberOfSequences; j++) 

 { 

  Distance = Calculate_Distance(i,j); 

  DistanceMatrix[i][j]= Distance; 

 } 

 200 
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On the other hand, calculating the distances between the two protein sequences 𝑆𝑆1 𝑀𝑀𝑛𝑛𝑎𝑎 𝑆𝑆2 is 201 

carried out by using Equation 2 indicated below. 202 

𝑎𝑎 (𝑆𝑆1,𝑆𝑆2) = 1− Exact_Matching(𝑆𝑆1,𝑆𝑆2)

Max(Length(𝑆𝑆1), Length(𝑆𝑆2))
                                                    (2) 203 

4. Analytical Experiments and Findings 204 

 205 

To evaluate the proposed algorithm, a Swiss-Prot database is used by also using the FASTA 206 

format, which acts to represent the sequences. The proposed algorithm is tested based on the use of 207 

various inputs of data. The variation of these inputs relies on the number and length of the involved 208 

protein sequences. The results of the proposed algorithm are evaluated in terms of the accuracy and 209 

time performance. In fact, the accuracy is evaluated by matching the output results of the proposed 210 

algorithm with the obtained results of the original algorithm. Moreover, the time performance is 211 

evaluated by computing the speedup, efficiency, and gained performance. Consequently, this 212 

section discusses the hardware and software specifications, results measurements, datasets, time 213 

performance and accuracy in detail. 214 

4.1. Hardware and Software Specifications 215 

The experiments are run on an Intel® Core™ i7-8550U multi-core processor with an 8 GB RAM. 216 

The processor consists of 4 cores and the type of the system is 64 bits. The experiments are conducted 217 

on windows 10 Pro by using the C++ compiler. 218 

4.2. Time Performance Measurements 219 

The time performance is evaluated by computing the speedup, efficiency, and gained 220 

performance. Accordingly, this section discusses how the results are measured. 221 

4.2.1. Speedup: refers to the performance of the parallel algorithm by relating the parallel algorithm 222 

results to the results pertaining to the sequential algorithm. Equation 1 shows how the speedup is 223 

calculated.  224 

𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺  =
𝑻𝑻𝟏𝟏𝑻𝑻𝑷𝑷                                                                                                (𝟑𝟑) 225 
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Where,  226 
 227 𝑇𝑇1 denotes the execution time for the fastest sequential program when using a single core.  228 
 229 𝑇𝑇𝑃𝑃    denotes the execution time of the parallel algorithm when using P cores. 230 
 231 
4.2.2. Efficiency: it indicates whether or not the processing units are effectively employed by 232 

splitting the speedup on the number of processing units. Equation 2 highlights the calculation 233 

process of the efficiency employment. 234 

 235 

Efficiency =  Speedup / P                                                                         (4) 236 

Where, P is the number of processing units. 237 

4.2.3. Performance Gain: it refers to the percentage of the gained performance during the use of the 238 

parallel algorithm. Equation 3 shows how the gained performance is calculated. 239 

𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑚𝑚𝑀𝑀𝑛𝑛𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑀𝑀𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛  =  
𝑇𝑇𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴1−𝑇𝑇𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴2𝑇𝑇𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴1 × 100%                                           (5) 240 

 241 

Where, 𝑇𝑇𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴1 denotes the execution time of the sequential algorithm, and 𝑇𝑇𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴2 denotes the 242 

execution time of the parallel algorithm. 243 

4.3. Datasets 244 

The Swiss-Prot database is used as a dataset for testing the proposed algorithm, while the 245 

protein sequences are represented in the FASTA format. Figure 1 illustrates an example of the 246 

protein sequence in the FASTA format. 247 

The proposed algorithm is tested in diverse sizes of dataset parameters. The parameters represent 248 

the number of sequences, the database size in megabyte and the term length. Table 2 shows the 249 

ranges of such parameters. 250 

 251 

4.4. Results 252 
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It is found to be proven from the proposed algorithm that the results demonstrate an improved 253 

time performance without sacrificing the accuracy as compared with the original algorithm (i.e. the 254 

HT-NGH algorithm). This section discusses the results in terms of the time performance and 255 

accuracy. 256 

4.4.1. The Obtained Results in Terms of Time 257 

The experiments demonstrate that the proposed method outperforms different HT-NGH methods. 258 

The time performance of the proposed algorithm is evaluated by computing the speedup, efficiency 259 

and gained performance of the obtained results. 260 

Speedup: Experiments show that the parallel algorithm obtains higher speedup. This enhancement of 261 

speed performance is by means to indicate to the result of reducing the communication overhead 262 

among different cores by providing the cores with the same task to perform. Additionally, load 263 

balancing plays an important role in increasing the speed of the parallel algorithm since it allows this 264 

algorithm to reach the most effective use of resources (no idle cores). Figures 2 – 4 show the values of 265 

speedup that are taken for the sizes of the dataset that range from 97MB to 368MB, the term ‘length’ 266 

ranging from 2 to 5 increments by one, and the number of cores ranging from 2 to 4 increments by 267 

one. The results demonstrate that the number of cores has significant effects on the speedup that 268 

increases when the number of cores increases at the same time. The main reason behind this refers 269 

back to the increment in the number of resources when the number of processing units is increased. 270 

Further, the length of the term ‘word’ has a considerable impact on the speedup. The highest 271 

speedup is gained when the term ‘size’ is equal to 2. On the other hand, the size of datasets does not 272 

have any considerable impacts over the speedup. 273 

The highest speedup is obtained when 4 cores is mainly being used for the term ‘length’ that is 274 

equal to 2. 275 
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Efficiency: The experiments show that the proposed algorithm obtains a high efficiency that is mainly 276 

gained due to the high speedup incurred into the algorithm. As shown in Equation 2, the speedup 277 

has a significant impact on the efficiency of the algorithm. 278 

Unlike the speedup results, the highest efficiency is obtained when the number of cores is equal 279 

to two while the lowest is obtained at 4 cores. The highest efficiency is 1.044 that is obtained based on 280 

the term ‘length’ that is equal to 3 (3 Gram). 281 

Figures 5 – 7 illustrate the values of efficiency that are taken for the sizes of the dataset and that 282 

are ranging from 97MB to 368MB, the term ‘length’ ranging from 2 to 5 increments by one, and the 283 

number of cores ranging from 2 to 4 increments by one. 284 

It is shown to be proven from the obtained results that the value of speedup has a great impact 285 

on the efficiency score. Additionally, the number of cores has a contrast impact on the efficiency 286 

value in which the less cores use the highest gained efficiency values. In fact, this is due to the 287 

increment in communications such as the distribution of the data through to the cores and the 288 

gathering of the obtained results from the cores. 289 

Performance Gain: The experiments show that the proposed algorithm obtains higher gains of 290 

performance. The obtained performance gain is mainly acquired because of the high speedup of the 291 

algorithm. As noticed in Equation 3, the high speedup leads to higher gains of performance. Figures 292 

8 – 10 highlight the values of the gained performance that are taken for the sizes of the dataset 293 

ranging from 97MB to 368MB, the term ‘length’ ranging from 2 to 5 increments by one, and the 294 

number of cores ranging from 2 to 4 increments by one. As can be seen from these figures, the 295 

highest performance gain is 74.19 that is obtained when 4 cores are used along with the term ‘length’ 296 

that is equal to 2. On the other hand, the performance is decreased when the number of cores is also 297 

decreased; besides, the lowest performance gain is scored when 2 cores are used. Using more 298 

processing units for executing the algorithm leads to a more effective performance gain. 299 

 300 

 301 
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4.4.2. Results in Terms of the Accuracy 302 

The accuracy of the proposed algorithm is evaluated in terms of matching the results of the 303 

proposed algorithm along with the results of the HT-NGH algorithm. The proposed algorithm 304 

produces the same results as the ones in the HT-NGH algorithm since the results of the two 305 

algorithms are seen to be fully matched. This amount of accuracy is achieved due to the 306 

decomposing technique that is used since the proposed method uses the dynamic load balancing 307 

method for the data decomposition technique such that the data is decomposed at a sequence level. 308 

5. Conclusion 309 

This paper presents a parallel algorithm for a pair-wise sequence alignment method called the 310 

HT-NGH method based on the use of the shared memory parallel architecture. This method is an 311 

enhancement to the H-NGH and NGH methods in which the time performance has increased 312 

without reducing its accuracy. 313 

The SIMD architecture is used to distribute the data among different processing units where the 314 

data is decomposed into a level of sequences. The load balancing method is applied in order to avoid 315 

any idle processing units during the execution. Experiments demonstrate the superiority of the 316 

parallel algorithm based on the time performance over the HT-NGH algorithm without the need to 317 

leave the accuracy apart. The speedup reaches its highest results by using 4 cores while the highest 318 

efficiency is gained by using 2 cores. 319 

This research focuses on the multi-core architecture as a parallel architecture whereas other 320 

parallel architectures such as multi-processors and GPU could be employed and used. Furthermore, 321 

a suitable combination/ hybridization between several different parallel architectures could have a 322 

high impact on the obtained results. 323 

Abbreviations 324 

BLAST   Basic Local Alignment Search Tool 325 

DNA   DeoxyriboNucleic Acid 326 

DP    Dynamic Programming 327 
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EXPASY   Expert Protein Analysis System 328 

FASTA   FAST-All 329 

HNGH   Hashing-N-Gram-Hirschberg  330 

HT-NGH  HashTable-N-Gram-Hirschberg  331 

MSA   Multiple Sequence Alignment 332 

NGH   N-Gram-Hirschberg  333 

PSO    particle swarm optimization  334 

RCSB   Research Collaboratory for Structural Bioinformatics 335 

RNA   RiboNucleic Acid 336 

SA    Sequence Alignment 337 

SSAHA   Sequence Search and Alignment by Hashing Algorithm  338 

UniProt   Universal Protein Resource 339 

6. Methodology 340 

This paper proposes an algorithm that exploits the performance of the parallel architecture in order 341 

to speed up the HT-NGH algorithm. The Single Instruction Multiple Data (SIMD) architecture is 342 

used to manage the parallel process where the data is decomposed in such a way each core is 343 

assigned with a protein sequence at a time when processing units are used more efficiently.  344 

Furthermore, this architecture splits the data into different sub-datasets. After that, it manages these 345 

datasets by using the same piece of code. 346 

6.1. The Parallel Algorithm 347 

In order to parallelize the HT-NGH algorithm, the problem is decomposed into a data level 348 

where each core is assigned with a protein sequence at a given time. The OpenMP and C++ are both 349 

programming languages that are used to implement the parallel algorithm. Figure 11 shows the data 350 

decomposition architecture of the parallel algorithm where the sequences transformation algorithm 351 

is applied by all cores through different datasets.  352 
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6.1.1. Architecture 353 

The parallel architecture is based on the multi-cores architecture where the quad-core processor 354 

is used accordingly. Figure 12 highlights a schematic diagram of the parallel architecture. On the 355 

other hand, the SIMD architecture is used to manage different parallel processes. This architecture is 356 

applied to manage the decomposition process since the aim is to distribute the dataset over the cores, 357 

which are executing the same code (task). 358 

6.1.2. The Decomposition method  359 

In this research, data decomposition is used where the dataset is decomposed into a number of 360 

blocks and sent along to the cores. The number and size of the blocks are determined based on the 361 

dynamic load balancing technique.  362 

The dynamic load balancing technique is used to balance the loads among the cores where the 363 

number of blocks is increased at the time the size of the blocks is decreased. Each core receives a 364 

single protein sequence at a time. In fact, employing such a technique would increase the 365 

communication overhead among the cores due to the increasing number of data blocks. 366 

Additionally, faster cores get more sequences to process than slower cores, which lead to provide 367 

more effective use of processing units when there are no idle cores to be processed within a 368 

particular time. Moreover, the size of protein sequences varies from around 100 amino acids to 369 

thousands of amino acids. When using a fixed size of blocks, the entire cores obtain the same 370 

number of protein sequences that would slowdown some cores. The reason behind this is that 371 

protein sequences do not share the same length, and implies that some cores should handle longer 372 

sequences compared to other cores. Figure 13 illustrates the database partitioning process. 373 
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Additional Files List 481 

File Name File Format Title of Data Description 

Additional File 1 FASTA Dataset Dataset in a Fasta file format. It contains 

the protein sequences in fasta format. 

The file consists of 222447 protein 

sequences. File size is around 97MB. 

Additional File 2 Text file 

(TXT) 

Dataset Dataset in a TXT file format. It contains 

the protein sequences in fasta format. 

The file consists of 524501 protein 

sequences. File size is around 238MB. 

Additional File 3 Text file 

(TXT) 

Dataset Dataset in a TXT file format. It contains 

the protein sequences in fasta format. 

The file consists of 753599 protein 

sequences. File size is around 339MB. 

Additional File 4 C++ code file 

(CPP) 

C++ Code  C++ code file that contains the sequential 

code of the process of reducing and 

dividing the amino acids into terms of 2 

Grams. To run the code file use 

CodeBlocks software. 

Additional File 5 C++ code file 

(CPP) 

C++ Code  C++ code file that contains the sequential 

code of the process of reducing and 

dividing the amino acids into terms of 3 

Grams. To run the code file use 

CodeBlocks software. 

Additional File 6 C++ code file 

(CPP) 

C++ Code  C++ code file that contains the sequential 

code of the process of reducing and 

dividing the amino acids into terms of 4 

Grams. To run the code file use 

CodeBlocks software. 

Additional File 7 C++ code file 

(CPP) 

C++ Code  C++ code file that contains the sequential 

code of the process of reducing and 

dividing the amino acids into terms of 5 

Grams. To run the code file use 

CodeBlocks software. 

Additional File 8 C++ code file 

(CPP) 

C++ Code  C++ code file that contains the Parallel 

code of the process of reducing and 

dividing the amino acids into terms of 2 

Grams. To run the code file use 

CodeBlocks software.  Also you need to 

install MinGW library to be able to use 
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OpenMP library in CodeBlocks. 

Additional File 9 C++ code file 

(CPP) 

C++ Code  C++ code file that contains the Parallel 

code of the process of reducing and 

dividing the amino acids into terms of 3 

Grams. To run the code file use 

CodeBlocks software. Also you need to 

install MinGW library to be able to use 

OpenMP library in CodeBlocks. 

Additional File 10 C++ code file 

(CPP) 

C++ Code  C++ code file that contains the Parallel 

code of the process of reducing and 

dividing the amino acids into terms of 4 

Grams. To run the code file use 

CodeBlocks software. Also you need to 

install MinGW library to be able to use 

OpenMP library in CodeBlocks. 

Additional File 11 C++ code file 

(CPP) 

C++ Code  C++ code file that contains the Parallel 

code of the process of reducing and 

dividing the amino acids into terms of 5 

Grams. To run the code file use 

CodeBlocks software. Also you need to 

install MinGW library to be able to use 

OpenMP library in CodeBlocks. 

Note: To run the parallel code you need to install MinGW library to be able to use 

OpenMP library in CodeBlocks. Also to use the parallel code for certain amount of 

cores (2,3, or 4), you need to set the number of threads to the desired number by using 

the code (omp_set_num_threads(N);) then put the number of cores instead of N. To 

change the dataset file you need to set the path the desired dataset file using 

(InputFile.open("Dataset File path\\Additional File 1.fasta");). 

 

 482 

 483 

Figures legends 484 

Figure 1.  Protein sequences in FASTA format 485 

Figure 2: The speedup of the Parallel HT-NGH algorithm in terms of the dataset size is equal to 97MB (200k 486 

Protein Sequences) 487 

Figure 3:The speedup of the Parallel HT-NGH algorithm in terms of the dataset size is equal to 234MB (500k 488 

Protein Sequences) 489 

Figure 4: The speedup of the Parallel HT-NGH algorithm in terms of the dataset size is equal to 339MB (753k 490 

Protein Sequences) 491 
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Figure 5  Parallel HT-NGH algorithm’s efficiency on dataset’s size that is equal to 97mb (200k protein 492 

sequences) 493 

Figure 6  Parallel HT-NGH algorithm’s efficiency on dataset’s size that is equal to 234mb (500k protein 494 

sequences) 495 

Figure 7  Parallel HT-NGH algorithm’s efficiency on dataset’s size that is equal to 339mb (753k protein 496 

sequences) 497 

Figure 8 Parallel HT-NGH Algorithm’s Performance Gain On Dataset’s Size = 97MB (200k Protein Sequences) 498 

Figure 9  Parallel HT-NGH Algorithm’s Performance Gain On Dataset’s Size = 234MB (500k Protein 499 

Sequences) 500 

Figure 10 Parallel HT-NGH Algorithm’s Performance Gain On Dataset’s Size = 339MB (753k Protein Sequences) 501 

Figure 11. Data decomposition architecture 502 

Figure 12. Schematic diagram of Intel quad-core architecture [36] 503 

Figure 13. Dataset decomposition 504 

 505 

 506 

Table 1. Examples of cutting a sequence S down into terms using N-Gram 

N 
Example N-Gram terms For 

S= 812735964523 

2 81, 27, 35, 96, 45, 23 

3 812, 735, 964, 523 

4 8127, 3596, 4523 

5 81273, 59645, 23 

 507 

Table 2. Experimental parameters and Ranges 

Parameter 
Range 

Increment 
From To 

Database size (in MB) 97 368 - 

Term length 2 5 1 

Number of sequences 200,000 800,000 - 

 508 
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 526 

Figure 1.  Protein sequences in FASTA format 

>11S3_HELAN (P19084) 11S globulin seed storage protein G3 precursor (Helianthinin G3) [Contains: 11S globulin 

seed storage protein G3 acidic chain; 11S globulin seed storage protein G3 basic chain] 

MASKATLLLAFTLLFATCIARHQQRQQQQNQCQLQNIEALEPIEVIQAEAGVTEIWDAYD 

QQFQCAWSILFDTGFNLVAFSCLPTSTPLFWPSSREGVILPGCRRTYEYSQEQQFSGEGG 

RRGGGEGTFRTVIRKLENLKEGDVVAIPTGTAHWLHNDGNTELVVVFLDTQNHENQLDENQRRFFLAGNP

QAQAQSQQQQQRQPRQQSPQRQRQRQRQGQGQNAGNIFNGFTPELIAQSFNVDQETAQKLQGQNDQRGHI

VNVGQDLQIVRPPQDRRSPRQQQEQATSPRQQQEQQQGRR……… 

>11SB_CUCMA (P13744) 11S globulin beta subunit precursor [Contains: 11S globulin gamma chain (11S globulin 

acidic chain); 11S globulin delta chain (11S globuln basic chain)] 

MARSSLFTFLCLAVFINGCLSQIEQQSPWEFQGSEVWQQHRYQSPRACRLENLRAQDPVR 

Figure 2: The speedup of the Parallel HT-NGH algorithm in terms of the dataset size is equal 

to 97MB (200k Protein Sequences) 
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Figure 3:The speedup of the Parallel HT-NGH algorithm in terms of the dataset size is equal to 234MB (500k 

Protein Sequences) 
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Figure 4: The speedup of the Parallel HT-NGH algorithm in terms of the dataset size is equal to 339MB 

(753k Protein Sequences) 

 

Figure 5  Parallel HT-NGH algorithm’s efficiency on dataset’s size that is equal to 97mb (200k 

protein sequences) 

Figure 6  Parallel HT-NGH algorithm’s efficiency on dataset’s size that is equal to 234mb 

(500k protein sequences) 
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Figure 7  Parallel HT-NGH algorithm’s efficiency on dataset’s size that is equal to 339mb 

(753k protein sequences) 

Figure 8 Parallel HT-NGH Algorithm’s Performance Gain On Dataset’s Size = 97MB 

(200k Protein Sequences) 

Figure 9  Parallel HT-NGH Algorithm’s Performance Gain On Dataset’s Size = 234MB 

(500k Protein Sequences) 
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Figure 11. Data decomposition architecture 
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Figure 10 Parallel HT-NGH Algorithm’s Performance Gain On Dataset’s Size = 339MB 
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Figure 12. Schematic diagram of Intel quad-core architecture [36] 
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